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Executive summary 

This deliverable aims to develop and test parameterisations for cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice 
nucleating particles (INP) as a function of aerosol components accounting for organic aerosol impact and test 
them in large scale models, providing input to WP3 and WP4. This includes a physically-based 
parameterisation of CCN activation in the presence of semi-volatile organic carbon co-condensation to 
implement in a variety of models and an INP parameterisation based on field measurements, remote sensing 
and laboratory studies. The INP data from WP1 have been the basis for the development of a 
parameterisation for use in a global model. In order to take the chemical properties of the INP into account, 
the parameterisation is based on laboratory studies of different types of aerosols and, in particular, mineral 
dust and biological material. The model results are evaluated against the field measurements of INP. 
Combined field measurements, remote sensing and biological/plankton laboratory studies and observations 
at Mace Head are used to develop CCN and INP parameterisations. These parameterisations are to be 
included in the BACCHUS ESMs.  

The highlights of the results are: 

- The hygroscopicity of the organic component of aerosol particles is relatively unimportant when 
considered alongside twenty-seven other sources of uncertainty in CCN concentration in a global 
aerosol microphysics model. The ability of the organic compounds to take up water is much more 
important for the direct radiative effect (ERFari), and is one of the major sources of uncertainty in 
ERFari (locally 25% of model variance) in regions with strong natural organic sources, such as forest 
regions. 

- Over remote Southern Ocean regions the organic composition of particles plays an important role in 
CCN activation, but sub-dominant to the importance of the particle size distribution and number 
concentration. 

- Models diverge with regard to the observed CCN levels and variability. The use of hygroscopicity 
parameters derived from field observations in BACCHUS, updated emission inventory and 
simultaneous representation of the INP in the models are being analysed with regard to their 
potential to improve the simulations of CCN.  

- Primary marine organic material is a globally important ice nucleating particle (INP) component. New 
model simulations show that although on a monthly mean basis INPs from deserts far outnumber INP 
from sea spray throughout much of the low and mid-latitudes, marine organics become more 
important in the world’s remote oceans. Furthermore, even over the northern hemisphere, marine 
organic INP concentrations exceed K-feldspar INP concentrations on 10-30% of the days when the 
temperature is within the mixed-phase range and the total concentration of INP is larger than 10-4 L-

1. In the Southern Hemisphere, both on a monthly mean basis and on the large majority of days, 
marine organic aerosols are the dominant INP type from March-November. 

- New measurements of INP in a coastal environment (Mace Head Observatory (53.33oN, 9.9oW) show 
that highest concentrations at -15oC were often associated with elevated organics and two specific 
events indicate important contributions of marine and terrestrial organic aerosol to the total INP 
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population. Nearly all INPs measured during the marine organic aerosol plume were biological in 
nature. 

- The ice nucleation temperature of natural desert dusts varies by up to 10 K. To more adequately 
describe immersion freezing by desert dust in the atmosphere, mineralogy sensitive emission and 
transport schemes would be desirable. K-feldspar seems to be the most important INP for 
temperatures above 250 K. At lower temperatures Na-plagioclase feldspars and quartz emissions and 
transport need to be quantified in order to understand INP activitiy.  
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Summary of results 
 

1. Parameterizations of CCN as a function of aerosol components 

1.1. Experimental studies 

 
In BACCHUS, Schmale et al. (2016) have compiled available aerosol composition and CCN data from the 
ACTRIS stations and a few additional stations over the globe (Figure 1a). These data have been analyzed to 
achieve CCN closure (see also deliverable D2.2).  This exercise enabled the evaluation of a set of aerosol 
component specific hygroscopicity (k) values suitable to reproduce the observed mixed aerosol hygroscopicity. 
The Schmale et al. (2016) dataset is being used for the evaluation of the CCN simulations of BACCHUS projects. 

 
Figure 1a. Location of stations compiled by Schmale et al (2016) and used as basis for model evaluation in BACCHUS WP2. 

 

The hygroscopicity parameter kappa (κ) quantifies the Raoult-effect, i.e. the relationship between the 
particle’s growth factor (GF) and corresponding equilibrium relative humidity (RH). When assuming a surface 
tension, the κ-value unambiguously relates the dry particle size with the critical supersaturation (Petters and 
Kreidenweis, 2007): the higher the value of κ, the higher the hygroscopicity of a particle. The κ-value of a 
mixed particle can be derived from the particle chemical composition following a simple mixing rule as given 
in Eq. (1) when the κ-value of each component i (κi) is known (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007):  

𝜅 = ∑ 𝜀𝑖𝜅𝑖𝑖            (1) 

with 𝜀𝑖 being the volume fraction of component i. Volume fractions of each component were derived from 
their measured mass concentrations and densities (1.4 g cm-1 for organic aerosol).  

The κ-values of pure substances typically depend on water activity. Petters and Kreidenweis (2007) provide 
κ-values for a variety of chemical components including inorganic salts and acids which, however, do not 
necessarily refer to conditions at the point of particle activation. Schmale et al. (2016) therefore calculated 
the pure component κ-values for a reference water activity of aw=0.9975, which corresponds to the water 
activity at the point of CCN activation for a supersaturation of 0.5%, and a surface tension of 74.95 mN m-1 
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(corresponding to a temperature of 5 °C as a proxy for ambient CCN activation in clouds) and, consequently, 
a dry particle diameter of 63.1 nm. Note that the temperature has only a minimal effect on the κ-value of a 
pure component. This reference water activity was used as input to the E-AIM model II 
(http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/model2/model2a.php) where the particulate water content was 
calculated for the pure salts and acids as mentioned above. Based on this, the GFs and from that the κ-values 
were calculated for sulfuric acid, ammonium sulfate, ammonium bisulfate, ammonium nitrate and sodium 
chloride, accounting for the solution density, which is provided by the AIM model. Results (shown in Figure ) 
are generally similar to and slightly lower than the ideal κ (aw= 1), but can be larger or smaller compared to 
the values provided in Petters and Kreidenweis (2007). 

 
Figure 1b: Comparison of κ-values (κmean) provided in Table 1 in Petters and Kreidenweis (2007) with the new κ-values 
derived in this work based on a water activity of 0.9975 at the point of CCN activation as input to the E-AIM model II 
(http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/model2/model2a.php). The water activity was derived from the following 
assumptions: κ = 0.3,  SS = 0.5 % and σ = 72.86 mN m-1. The ideal κ-values refer to a water activity of 1.  

For particulate organics, we use a κ-value of 0.1 following observations in a variety of environments (e.g. 
Dusek et al., 2010; Gunthe et al., 2009; Gunthe et al., 2011; Juranyi et al., 2009; Rose et al., 2011; Rose et al., 
2010). It should be noted though that κorg has been observed to be higher in other studies especially when 
the organic aerosol becomes more oxygenated (e.g., Chang et al., 2010; Massoli et al., 2010). For black carbon 
(BC) we use 0 (e.g., Hitzenberger et al., 2003; Rose et al., 2011; Tritscher et al., 2011).  

With these κ-values for individual components, we calculate the bulk aerosol hygroscopicity in five variations:  
1. κ1: with all salts and acids as derived from the ammonium, nitrate, sulfate and chloride ions from the 

aerosol chemical composition data, organics, and no BC;  
2. κ2:only with ion-balanced inorganic components which excludes acids and bisulfates, organics, and 

no BC;  
3. κ3:like 1 but with BC;  
4. κ4:like 2 but with BC;  
5. κ5:κ = 0.3. 

For stations, where no BC time series were available, seasonal or yearly average values were taken from the 
literature. For ATT BC concentrations were obtained from Fig. 30 in Andreae et al. (2015), for CES from Schlag 
et al. (2016), for SMR from Hyvärinen et al. (2011), and for FIK from (Bougiatioti et al., 2014). Results for all κ-
values are provided in Table 1 below.  
In addition to the κ-value, and more importantly, the size of a particle determines its ability to act as CCN. 
Hence, for all stations where particle number size distribution and chemical composition data are available, 
we can predict the number of CCN particles at a given supersaturation (SS) independently from the 
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observations with the CCN counter following the κ-Köhler equation (Eq. 2, Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007). 
This equation describes the equilibrium saturation ratio S (ratio of the partial vapor pressure of water and the 
saturation vapor pressure of water) over an aqueous solution droplet.  

𝑆 = (1 + 𝜅
𝐷0
3

𝐷𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
3 −𝐷0

3)
−1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
4𝜎𝑠𝑜𝑙𝜗𝑤

𝑅𝑇𝐷𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
)       (2) 

with D0 being the dry particle diameter, Ddrop the droplet diameter, 𝜎𝑠𝑜𝑙the surface tension of the solution 
(we use a surface tension of water of 72.86 mN m-1 corresponding to 20 °C which is close to the sample air 

temperature in the CCNC), 𝜗𝑤 the partial molar volume of water (which was assumed to be the molar volume 
of water) in the solution, R the universal gas constant, and T the temperature. The first term of the equation 
is a semi-empirical formulation for the water activity aw.  More details are given elsewhere (e.g. Jurányi et al., 
2010; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007). The maximum of Eq. 2 describes the critical supersaturation for a 

particle with known properties including D0, 𝜎𝑠𝑜𝑙  and κ, whereby Ddrop is the independent variable. The 

relationship between supersaturation and corresponding critical dry diameter (Dcrit) for given 𝜎𝑠𝑜𝑙 and κ has 
been obtained with numerical methods (see section 1.2.1).   

 
Table 1: Median values (based on all data) for the bulk aerosol hygroscopicity parameter kappa (κ) at each station with 
particle chemical composition measurements. Kappa 1-5 mean: (1) includes all salts and acids as derived from the aerosol 
chemical composition measurements, organics, but no BC; (2) includes only ion balanced inorganic species, organics and 
not BC; (3) like (1) but with BC; (4) like 2 but with BC; (5) κ = 0.3.  

 
Station κ 1 κ 2 κ 3 κ 4 κ 5 

ATT 0.26 0.21 0.25 0.20 0.30 

CES 0.52 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.30 

FIN 0.46 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.30 
JFJ 0.41 0.31 0.39 0.29 0.30 
MEL 0.43 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.30 
MHD 0.63 0.63 0.61 0.61 0.30 
SMR 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.30 

 

Having determined Dcrit at a given SS we can calculate the number of activated particles by integrating the 
particle number size distribution from its maximum diameter (Dmax) down to Dcrit following Eq. 3:  

𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑁(𝑆𝑆) = −∫
𝑑𝑁(𝐷)

𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷
𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷

𝐷𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡(𝑆𝑆)

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
       (3) 

NCCN(SS) can then be compared to the measured number of CCN at the same SS by the CCN counter. 
 

1.1.1. PEGASO cruise (Southern Ocean) 

The PEGASO (Plankton-derived Emissions of trace Gases and Aerosols in the Southern Ocean) cruise was 
conducted on board de RV Hesperides in the regions of Antarctic Peninsula, South Orkney and South Georgia 
Islands from 2 January to 11 February 2015. A dependence of CCN activation on aerosol chemical composition 
as well as the origin of air masses was investigated. It is well known that CCN activation can be significantly 
affected by the high organic fraction in a marine environment (O'Dowd et al., 2004). Moreover, it has been 
shown that while organics found in polluted environments shows hydrophobic properties, marine organics 
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are dichotomously water repellent while retaining relatively high CCN activation efficiencies (Ovadnevaite et 
al., 2011). Therefore, particular attention was paid to the CCN-organic matter relationship in the Southern 
Ocean. 
 
The size resolved non‐refractory chemical composition of submicron aerosol particles was measured with an 
Aerodyne High Resolution Time of Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (DeCarlo et al., 2006). Aerosol size 
distributions were measured by a TSI scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) and a relative humidity <40%. 
CCN concentrations were determined by a Droplet Measurements Technology CCN counter (Lance et al., 
2006), operated in size segregated mode. Aerosol GFs were measured using a Hygroscopic Tandem 
Differential Mobility Analyzer (HTDMA) that followed the EUSAAR standard installation and accuracy. GFs at 
90% RH were determined for dry size particles of 35, 50, 75, 110 and 165 nm. Black carbon concentrations 
were derived from SP2. 72 hour air mass back-trajectories were obtained from HYSPLIT model (Stein et al., 
2015) at 100 m over the ships location at time. Chl-a daily averages were obtained via satellite imaging 
averaging for 0.1 º x 0.1 º resolution.   
 
Steady-state air mass periods were selected for this study to derive typical aerosol properties for different 
Southern Ocean regions. To fulfill this criterion, an air mass had to remain stable for more than 4 hrs. E.g. 
particle size distributions had to be constant (deviations < 20% of total particle number and size) for the whole 
period, as well as the chemical composition, in addition to stable meteorological conditions. Moreover, the 
air mass source region had to remain unchanged relative to the ship’s movement. Twelve periods were found 
that satisfied these conditions corresponding to four different source region types. Figure 2 shows all 4 
regions: Weddell Sea (W), South Atlantic (SA) air mass, Southern Ocean (SO) air mass and the fourth being a 
mixture of two or more.  

 
Figure 2. Map of main air mass source regions. PEGASO cruise ship path is marked in red. 

 
CCN properties were dependent on the region where aerosol particles were originated. The critical activation 
diameters derived from size segregated CCN measurements at different supersaturations for all stable cases 
found for the cruise are shown in Figure 3. Letters beside the case numbers indicate the source region of the 
period. The relationships of CCN critical diameter with supersaturation for different cases indicate that while 
aerosol in Weddell Sea air masses had lower or similar  CCN activity to ammonium sulphate (AS), aerosol in S. 
Ocean air masses acted like AS for smaller particle sizes (higher supersaturations), but tended towards the 
better NaCl activation efficiency at larger particle sizes (lower supersaturations). This behaviour points to 
externally mixed sea salt and nss-sulphate (nss-SO4) particles. It was consistent with the chemical composition 
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measured for different periods. Weddell cases were dominated by nss-SO4, making up a fraction of more than 
60% of the chemical composition. In contrary, the S. Ocean cases were notably different in their chemical 
composition with dominant sea salt contribution followed by OM and sulphate. On average, CCN slopes 
indicated better activation (smaller dry critical diameter at certain supersaturation) for cases related to S. 
Ocean or S. Atlantic regions with the most active slope observed for the Case 7, which corresponded to the 
air mass originated from the S. Ocean with high wind speeds, and chemically dominated by sea salt particles 
and organics. At the same time, Weddell Sea cases, on average, were less active or required larger critical 
diameters. 

 

 
Figure 3. Critical supersaturations for critical diameters obtained from the CCNC set-up. Each case is shown as well as 
two sets of data taken as the standard for AS ((NH4)2SO4), and NaCl. The following are the source region for each 
abbreviation in the key: W, Weddell Sea; SO, S. Ocean; SA, S. Atlantic; MW, mixed source region dominated by Weddell 
Sea; MSO, mixed source region dominated by S. Ocean.  
 

On the other hand, the ratios of CCN to total number concentration (above 20nm) depict a higher fraction of 
activated particles for Weddell Sea cases if compared to S. Ocean cases (Figure 4). This ratio hugely depended 
on the real particle size distributions observed in the individual regions. S. Ocean cases showed consistently 
smaller particle diameters than aerosol distributions from other regions. The effect of size distribution on CCN 
concentration can be illustrated by Southern Atlantic Ocean case 8 that showed notably higher fraction of 
CCN activation due to its mono-modal aerosol distribution with particle mode diameters ranging from 60 to 
100 nm. Due to this size distribution and CCN activation curve similarity to AS activation, almost all particles 
were activated at supersaturations higher than 0.6%. 
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Figure 4. Above: Ratio of CCN number derived from critical diameters to all particles greater than 20 nm. Abbreviation 
in the key: W, Weddell Sea; SO, S. Ocean; SA, S. Atlantic; MW, mixed source region dominated by Weddell Sea; MSO, 
mixed source region dominated by S. Ocean.  

 

Nonetheless, CCN concentrations were dependent on aerosol chemical composition and correlated with Chl-
a concentration (Table 2). Correlation coefficient between CCN and organic mass concentration reached up 
to 0.93 at 0.47% supersaturation indicating strong CCN dependence on OM concentration. Also, CCN 
correlated well with nss-SO4 concentration, though slightly worse than OM and correlation coefficient 
reached 0.83 at 0.29% supersaturation. There was a statistically significant correlation (0.76) between CCN 
and organic nitrogen, but not with methanesulfonic acid (MSA). As mentioned above, CCN concentrations 
correlated with Chl-a and the correlation coefficient was equal to 0.57 (p=0.05), which is still significant but 
not as strong as for OM or nss-SO4, which points to a more complicated relationship between CCN 
concentration and biological activity in the Southern Ocean. 

 
Table 2. Correlation coefficients of CCN at different supersaturations and aerosol chemical composition, as well as Chl-a 
for 12 stable cases. Red numbers represent significance with p=0.01 and blue p=0.05. 

 
 
In summary, CCN activation efficiency was mostly controlled by the chemical aerosol composition, but the 
total CCN number concentrations depended on the aerosol particle number concentration and the size 
distribution. On average, Weddell Sea influenced aerosol cases possessed higher CCN ratio to total particle 
concentration, but mainly due to its larger aerosol sizes rather than the chemical composition. The CCN and 
Chl-a relationship points to a potential of using Chl-a as a proxy for biological activity in the ocean and resulting 
CCN activation, but the dependency has to be investigated more closely, possibly invoking the lag (O’Dowd 

Correlation 

Table, R-values Chl-a OM Nitrate nss-SO4 AmmoniumMSA ON Sea Salt

CCN at 

1.48%

CCN at 

0.82%

CCN at 

0.47%

CCN at 

0.29%

CCN at 

0.08%

Chl-a 1.00 0.59 0.73 0.47 0.51 0.13 0.64 -0.28 0.45 0.51 0.57 0.57 0.10

OM 0.59 1.00 0.23 0.62 0.67 0.29 0.85 -0.21 0.82 0.88 0.93 0.91 0.42

Nitrate 0.73 0.23 1.00 0.48 0.52 0.35 0.40 0.05 0.33 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.21

nss-SO4 0.47 0.62 0.48 1.00 0.83 0.71 0.68 -0.17 0.80 0.82 0.80 0.83 0.61

Ammonium 0.51 0.67 0.52 0.83 1.00 0.56 0.78 0.00 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.57

MSA 0.13 0.29 0.35 0.71 0.56 1.00 0.42 -0.14 0.45 0.42 0.43 0.45 0.34

ON 0.64 0.85 0.40 0.68 0.78 0.42 1.00 -0.31 0.63 0.71 0.76 0.76 0.27

Sea Salt -0.28 -0.21 0.05 -0.17 0.00 -0.14 -0.31 1.00 0.19 0.06 -0.09 -0.13 0.57

CCN at 1.48% 0.45 0.82 0.33 0.80 0.76 0.45 0.63 0.19 1.00 0.99 0.95 0.94 0.80

CCN at 0.82% 0.51 0.88 0.32 0.82 0.78 0.42 0.71 0.06 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.74

CCN at 0.47% 0.57 0.93 0.30 0.80 0.76 0.43 0.76 -0.09 0.95 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.62

CCN at 0.29% 0.57 0.91 0.28 0.83 0.76 0.45 0.76 -0.13 0.94 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.60

CCN at 0.08% 0.10 0.42 0.21 0.61 0.57 0.34 0.27 0.57 0.80 0.74 0.62 0.60 1.00
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et al., 2015) between the biological productivity and resulting aerosol chemical composition as well as CCN 
activation. 
 

1.2. CCN Modeling studies  

1.2.1. Representation of CCN in large scale models. 

The BACCHUS models are using parameterizations of various complexity and with different input parameters 
to simulate CCN formation. These are summarized as follows: 
 
ECHAM6-HAM2. ECHAM6 is a global climate model (Stevens et al., 2013) coupled to the microphysical aerosol 
module HAM2 (Zhang et al., 2012), together with a microphysical cloud scheme (Lohmann et al., 2007; 
Lohmann and Hoose, 2009). The aerosol size distribution in ECHAM6-HAM2 is described by seven log-normal 
aerosol modes: four soluble (nucleation, Aitken, accumulation and coarse) and three insoluble modes (Aitken, 
accumulation and coarse). Sulfate (SU), black carbon (BC), particulate organic matter (POM), sea salt (SS) and 
mineral dust (DU) are the aerosol components used in the current setup (cf. Fig. 1 in Zhang et al., 2012). The 
aerosol components in the insoluble modes (BC, POM, DU) can be transferred to the soluble modes by 
condensation of sulfuric acid from the gas phase or coagulation with aerosols of the soluble modes. 

Activation of CCN is described by Stier (2016). ECHAM6-HAM2 uses in the current setup an explicit Köhler 
theory based activation scheme with empirical estimation of maximum supersaturation in updrafts derived 
from explicit parcel model calculations (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000). The total number of activated 
particles is calculated as a sum of the integrated log-normal aerosol number distribution from the radius of 
activation for each mode. POM as well as DU in the soluble modes are treated as wettable and in the insoluble 
modes as entirely hydrophobic (Stier, 2016). 

Immersion and contact freezing by DU and BC are considered for the heterogeneous freezing in mixed-phase 
clouds. The parameterizations are based on Lohmann and Diehl (2006). Soluble DU and BC act as immersion 
nuclei while insoluble DU acts as contact nuclei. DU nuclei are considered to have the freezing properties of 
montmorillonite (Lohmann and Hoose, 2009). 

 
GLOMAP. In the global chemistry-transport model GLOMAP, CCN is calculated using the standard Kappa 
approach, where the following κ values are assumed: 
 
κSO4 = 0.61 
κOC = 0.1  (default) 
κNaCl = 1.28. 
κBC and κDust = 0 
 
CCN is currently calculated as a post-processing step (on line calculation of this model output is being 
implemented in the model).  The post processing code takes into account the mass, size and composition of 
each soluble model to calculate the fraction of the mode that would activate given a reference 
supersaturation. This code is written in IDL, though a Python version is also available. 
 
In GLOMAP perturbation of κOC affects (i) the water uptake of the aerosol, and therefore the ambient aerosol 
size.  This ambient size is used in the calculation of the aerosol optical depth, so in its current form GLOMAP 
does not account for a feedback from κOC to AOD. Change in κOC also affects (ii) cloud droplet number as the 
κ value is used in the activation calculation.  So changing κOC affects cloud droplet number (CDN) (both directly 
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through changes in activation, and also indirectly through changes in the aerosol distribution due to different 
deposition, coagulation rates through the change in ambient size). 

 
NorESM. The parametrization used for NorESM2 to calculate CCN uses the formulation of Abdul-Razzak and 
Ghan, 2000). This formulation counts the number of particles, which would have been activated at a certain 
supersaturation to become CCN. In the current formulation in NorESM, the particles, which are already inside 
a cloud droplet, are not considered to be CCN. 

NorESM has 12 size-modes contributing to the CCN-formation. The aerosol model is documented in Kirkevåg 
et al. (2013). The description of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) is now based on (inspired by) Makkonen et 
al (2014). CCN have not been evaluated against measurements outside of BACCHUS. Aerosol concentrations 
have been evaluated through comparing to AEROCOM (http://aerocom.met.no/Welcome.html) 
measurements of mass concentrations and optical depths. 

INP are calculated by a formulation based on Wang et al. (2014). It accounts for the cloud-borne aerosol 
number concentration of dust and soot in case of immersion freezing, an older version used activated 
particles instead. Deposition nucleation and contact freezing depend on the uncoated aerosol number of dust 
and soot. INP have not been compared or evaluated against observations. It has only been checked that the 
calculated concentrations are within reasonable ranges. 
 
TM4-ECPL. Aerosol dynamics are parameterized in TM4-ECPL using the M7 microphysics model (Vignati et al., 
2004).  Atmospheric particles are divided into internally mixed water-soluble particles and insoluble particles. 
The time evolution of the particle sizes is described using log-normal distributions. Depending on their size, 
water soluble particles are found in the nucleation mode (particle diameter 1-10 nm) which contains sulfuric 
acid (SU), in the Aitken mode (particle diameter 10-100nm) which contains SU, black carbon (BC) and organic 
carbon (OC), and in the accumulation (particle diameter 100nm-1μm) and coarse modes (particle diameter > 
1μm) which contain SU, BC, OC, dust (DU) and sea-salt (SS). In the model, insoluble particles are present in 
the insoluble Aitken mode (BC and OC), and in the insoluble accumulation and coarse modes (DU). Insoluble 
particles become soluble when there is sufficient amount of soluble material. The M7 describes new particles 
formation by nucleation, mixing and growth by condensation, and coagulation (Vignati et al., 2004). Other 
physical processes, such as, dry and wet deposition, are described by the TM4-ECPL model (Daskalakis et al., 
2015, 2016; Myriokefalitakis et al., 2016). 

The number of particles that will activate to form CCNs depends on the specific atmospheric conditions (i.e. 
temperature T and supersaturation S) and the chemical composition of the particles. The calculation of the 
critical particle-size for particle activation is based on the κ-Köhler theory as described by Petters and 
Kreidenweis (2007).  The chemical composition of an internally mixed particle is characterized by the total 
hygroscopicity parameter, κ, according to the equation (1) (see 1.1.) that is a function of the volume fraction 
of the component i (εi), and κi, its corresponding hygroscopicity parameter. For a given supersaturation ratio, 
S, the critical dry diameter Dd for particle activation is computed by iteratively solving equation (4):  

𝑆(𝐷) =
𝐷3−𝐷𝑑

3

𝐷3−𝐷𝑑
3(1−𝜅)

exp (
4𝜎𝜎 𝛼⁄ 𝑀𝑤

RTρ𝑤𝐷
)     (4) 

where R is the universal gas constant, D is the droplet diameter, and Mw, ρw, σs/a are the molecular weight, 
density and surface tension of water,  respectively. The number of CCNs is computed by analytical integration 
of the log-normal distributions for sizes larger than the critical one. Only water-soluble particles can act as 
CCN (Spracklen et al., 2011).  

http://aerocom.met.no/Welcome.html
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During the simulations with the TM4-ECPL, for the selected observation stations, masses of individual 
components and particle sizes for all soluble modes were stored every hour and CCN were calculated 
afterwards as a post-processing step. This procedure allows for a computational efficient study of the 
sensitivity of CCNs to the hygroscopicity parameter, κ, of the individual components (see Deliverable 2.2 
section 4.1 for such sensitivity studies performed with TM4-ECPL).  

For the TM4-ECPL results presented in the next section, the hygroscopicity parameters used are: κSU=0.61, 
κOC=0.2, κBC=0, κSS=1.28, κDU=0. TM4-EPCL model was run with ACCMIP and RCP6 anthropogenic and biomass 
burning emissions in its low resolution version (6º x 4º longitude x latitude) using ECMWF ERA interim 
meteorology (Daskalakis et al., 2016). The higher resolution simulations using CMIP6 emissions are ongoing 
and will be reported in D2.5. 

1.2.2. Effects of organic compound hygroscopicity on CCN and Aerosol Optical Depth 

 

ULEEDS performed a large global model sensitivity analysis to quantify the effect of organic compound 
hygroscopicity on CCN and AOD. A large perturbed parameter ensemble (PPE) of the HadGEM-UKCA model 
was created as part of a separate project in the UK (the Global Aerosol Synthesis and Science Project, GASSP). 
In BACCHUS we used the results to isolate the effect of organic compounds. 
 
The PPE consisted of over 200 1-year simulations of the global model with 26 aerosol parameters sampled 
using a Latin hypercube approach. Emulators were built for each model grid box at the surface to define the 
relationship between the outputs (e.g., CCN) and the uncertain parameters across the 26-dimensional space. 
The uncertainty in the outputs was then calculated by Monte Carlo sampling of the emulated values. Each 
uncertain parameter has a probability distribution (Figure 5), which was based on expert elicitation. The 
resulting output uncertainty ranges and distributions therefore account for the likelihood distributions of all 
the parameters. 
 

To explore the effect of uncertainty in organic compound hygroscopicity we varied of the organic 

component in the aerosols (OC). The value of OC is assumed to lie in the range 0.1-0.6, with the greatest 

likelihood to lie between about 0.15 and 0.3 (see Figure 5). The  value is applied equally to the sum of organic 
carbon in the aerosol, including anthropogenic and natural sources. 
 

CCN in the model are calculated assuming SO4 = 0.61, NaCl = 1.28 and BC/dust = 0. When we perturb OC in the 
model it affects the water uptake of the aerosol, and therefore the ambient aerosol size.  This ambient size is 
used in the calculation of the aerosol optical depth, so we do have a coupling to AOD.  It also affects the cloud 

droplet number as is used in the activation calculation.  So changing OC affects CDN (both directly through 
changes in activation, and also indirectly through changes in the aerosol distribution due to different 
deposition, coagulation rates through the change in ambient size). 
 
By sampling from the multi-dimensional emulators it is possible to extract the fraction of CCN or AOD variance 

caused by the assumed uncertainty in OC (Figures 6 and 7). Our results show that OC contributes locally about 

2-5% of the CCN variance as an annual mean. We also show results for July when OC uncertainty has its largest 
effect and compare the effect to the overall uncertainty in CCN from sampling all parameters. The largest 
absolute effect on CCN occurs, as expected, over regions with large organic emissions, particularly over the 
boreal forest, West Africa and Amazonia. In contrast, the largest relative effect (relative to all other 
uncertainties) occurs over ocean regions. The reason for this geographical pattern is that there are larger 

sources of uncertainty over the land than over the ocean, so the relative effect of OC is diminished over land, 
and in fact becomes negligible. 
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The absolute uncertainty is defined as the square root of the variance caused by the uncertainty in OC (i.e., 

this is effectively the CCN ‘standard deviation’ caused by OC), although the standard deviations of the 
individual parameters cannot be combined to estimate the total standard deviation. We estimate the 

standard deviation in CCN caused by OC to be approximately 10-15 cm-3 over the main natural emission 

regions. Our results therefore suggest that uncertainty in OC (as defined by the probability distribution in Fig 
5) is negligible compared to other uncertainties in the model. 
  

We also investigated the effect of the OC on the AOD and direct radiative forcing over the industrial period. 
Here we find much larger effects, with the fraction of AOD and ERFari variance as high as 25% over strong 

biogenic emission regions. We therefore conclude that the uncertainty OC is much more important for the 
aerosol radiative effects than it is for CCN. 
 

   

 
 
Figure 5. Probability distributions of uncertain model parameters sampled in the HadGEM-UKCA perturbed parameter 
ensemble.  
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Figure 6. Uncertainty in CCN at 0.2% supersaturation caused by uncertainty in OC. Top left: Fraction of total CCN variance 

(from all parameter perturbations) caused by the assumed uncertainty in OC in Fig 5. Bottom left: absolute uncertainty 
in CCN in July. Bottom right: total uncertainty from all parameters in July for comparison (different scale). 
  

 
Figure 7. Uncertainty in aerosol optical depth (AOD at 550 nm) and ERFari over the industrial period caused by uncertainty 

in OC. Top left: Fraction of AOD variance caused by OC. Top right: Fraction variance in CCN caused by uncertain 
anthropogenic SO2 emissions (for comparison). Bottom left: Fraction of AOD variance in July. Bottom right: Fraction of 
ERFari variance.  
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1.2.3. Comparison of BACCHUS model CCN simulations with observations  

In order to evaluate the uncertainties in the computed CCN concentrations issued from the model 
parametrizations a BACCHUS model intercomparison exercise has been initiated in WP2 with the set up that 
has been described in the Deliverable 2.2 and the first output of the models were due end of November 2016. 
Here some first results are shown while a thorough comparison will be provided in Deliverable 2.5 and will be 
the subject of a research article. 
 
Currently only NorESM and TM4-ECPL preliminary hourly model results have been made available for this 
comparison presented in the following figures. As mentioned above TM4-ECPL simulation is a low resolution 
model (6ox4o) which needs to be updated with regard to the anthropogenic emission inventories used in the 
model. The updated ongoing higher resolution simulations are expected to perform better and will be 
reported in D2.5.  

The hourly values have been averaged first on a daily basis (Figure 8), then on a monthly basis (Figure 9) and 
then all years for the same month have been averaged to provide the seasonal variability of CCN shown in 
Figure 10 for selected surface stations with available CCN and aerosol chemical composition data from 
Schmale et al (2016). Observational averages have been computed in a similar manner, where hourly values 
are available. Since measurements are in some cases quite sparse, the obtained daily and monthly averages 
may differ significantly from the exact ones. While the present approach for computing the various averages 
is exact within the model accuracy, in the future for a more accurate comparison of the model results with 
observations, model averages will be computed using only the hours for which observations are available. 
These results will be reported in deliverable 2.5.   

The preliminary results show significant differences between the models as well as with the observations. In 
general TM4-ECPL calculates higher CCN concentrations than NorESM. One possible reason for this is that the 
present version of TM4-ECPL does not distinguish between CCN and INP, therefore it is expected to 
overestimate CCN where INP might be important. Another reason could be differences in the aerosol 
composition in the two models. In general both models reproduce reasonably well the distributions at 
Finokalia station in Crete. TM4-ECPL overestimates the levels at Hyytiälä and Jungfraujoch. The low spatial 
resolution of the model is expected to affect the model results. In particular, at mountain stations (like 
Jungfraujoch shown below) the ‘mean surface level’ in the corresponding large model surface grid is 
significantly lower than the actual height of the station. In addition due to the size of the grid, the simulated 
aerosol composition and concentration corresponds to a mixture with the pollution from the surrounding 
areas. These factors are affecting the comparison of model to observations, which at Jungfraujoch shows an 
overestimate of CCN levels. On the opposite NorESM computes in general low CCN concentrations, which are 
however relatively close to the observations at several altitude locations, in particular at Jungfraujoch and at 
the remote location of Finokalia, while at Cabauw and Hyytiälä it underestimates them. There TM4-ECPL is 
performing better than NorESM. 

Day-to-day variations: As in the observations, the models reproduce a large day-to-day variability in CCN of 
about a factor of 3-5 that reflects differences in the meteorological conditions and the aerosol composition 
(Figure 8).  

Monthly and interannual variations: A larger monthly and interannual variability is seen in the observed CCN 
at various locations than simulated by the NorESM. TM4-ECPL driven by ERA-interim meteorology, shows a 
higher variability than NorESM in CCN with amplitudes closer to the observed ones, although the absolute 
CCN values are high (Figure 9).  
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a. b.  

c. d.  

e. f.  

g. h.  

 
Figure 8. Daily comparisons between model results and observations of CCN at 0.2% ss (left panels) and 0.5% ss (right 
panels) at some of the surface stations with available data from Schmale et al. (2016) (black symbols). Models are 
TM4-ECPL (in red) and NorESM (in green). Units are cm-3.  
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a  b. . 

c. d.  

e.  f.  

g.  h.  
Figure 9. Monthly comparisons between model results and observations of CCN at 0.2% ss (left panels) and 0.5% ss 
(right panels) at some of the surface stations with available data from Schmale et al. (2016) (black symbols). Models 
are TM4-ECPL (in red) and NorESM (in green). Units are cm-3. Dashed lines provide the width of one standard deviation 
of observations and model results with the respective colors.  
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a. b.  

c. d.  

e.  f.  

g. h.  

Figure 10. Seasonal comparisons between model results and observations of CCN at 0.2% ss (left panels) and 0.5% ss 
(right panels) at some of the surface stations with available data from Schmale et al (2016) (black symbols). Models are 
TM4-ECPL (in red) and NorESM (in green). Units are cm-3. Dashed lines provide the width of one standard deviation of 
observations and model results with the respective colors.  
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Seasonality: Both models capture the CCN seasonality (Figure 7) at most stations but Cabauw, where both fail 
to reproduce the spring maximum. A smaller spring maximum is however simulated by TM4-ECPL at 
Jungfraujoch despite the overprediction of the CCN levels by the model compared to the observations (Figure 
10e,f). Such seasonality is not reproduced by NorESM, which however simulated CCN levels closer to 
observations. These differences in model performance and seasonal behavior are under investigation 
analyzing also the differences in size-resolved chemical composition of the aerosols and the natural and 
anthropogenic emissions used in the models. In particular, the ratio between CCN (ss=0.5%)/CCN (ss=0.2%) 
is an indicator for the size distribution in the model and the observations. According to these preliminary 
results, TM4-ECPL seems to overestimate the presence of fine aerosol leading to higher ratios than observed, 
while the NorESM overestimate is very small. 

Furthermore, analysis of these results is ongoing in order to evaluate the importance of various aerosol 
components, size distribution and hygroscopicity values in the differences between models and observations.  
 

 

2. Parameterizations of INP as a function of aerosol components 

2.1. INP field experiments 

2.1.1. BACCHUS campaign at Mace Head (North East Atlantic) 

Ice phase transitions in mixed phase clouds are poorly represented in numerical models (McCoy et al., 2015), 
leading to uncertainties associated with cloud phase (liquid/ice) partitioning, cloud precipitation rates and 
atmospheric radiative transfer. Atmospheric ice nucleating particles (INPs) play an important role within these 
complex aerosol-cloud-climate interactions, enabling heterogeneous ice formation. Sea spray aerosol, 
particles generated from wave breaking and bubble bursting, is a weak INP source in comparison to terrestrial 
sources (DeMott et al., 2016). However, it has been hypothesized (Schnell and Vali, 1976) and demonstrated 
(Burrows et al., 2013, Wilson et al., 2015; McCluskey et al., 2016) that marine organic aerosol arising from 
oceanic biological activity serves as a potentially important source of marine INPs to the high latitude marine 
boundary layer and clouds forming over it.  

The Mace Head Observatory (MHO) is located on the west coast of Ireland (53.32 °N, 9.90 °W) and has been 
utilized as a natural laboratory for pristine marine aerosol research for over 50 years. Marine organic aerosol 
plumes, or periods of high marine organic aerosol concentrations associated with elevated offshore biological 
activity, are often observed at MHO (O’Dowd et al., 2004). This location provides access to ambient pristine 
marine air, yet the composition and abundance of marine INPs has not been investigated at MHO.  

In August 2015, two aerosol filters were collected daily at the top of the 10 meter mast; total sample collection 
periods ranged from 6 - 37 hrs (20 hrs on average). The pump for the “clean sector filter” was powered using 
the MHO Clean Sector Sampler (Rinaldi et al., 2009), which collects particles only when black carbon < 15 
ng/m3 and wind direction is between 190 to 300 degrees. The pump for the “all sector filter” was powered 
continuously during the total collection period. The clean sector filters represent aerosol from pristine marine 
air and the all sector filters represent aerosol from both marine and terrestrial sources. Particles on filters 
were suspended in pure water for analysis using an ice spectrometer (DeMott et al., 2016), providing INP 
number concentrations nINP as a function of temperature. Additionally, an offline heating test was performed 
on a portion of the collected aerosol suspension (heating to 98 °C for 20 mins) to determine the contribution 
of biological INPs within the different sectors. Future tests, including size filtering and hydrogen peroxide 
digestions (treatment to determine the role of organic carbon), will be completed.  
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Total number concentrations of INPs active at -15 °C (nINP,-15 °C), shown in Figure 11, ranged from 0.0005 to 
0.009 L-1. Highest nINP, -15 °C

 were often associated with elevated organics and two specific events indicate 
important contributions of marine and terrestrial organic aerosol to the total INP population at MHO.  

 

 

 
Figure 11. Timelines of (Top) INP number concentrations active at -15 °C, (Middle) fraction of time spent in clean sector, (Bottom) 
organic aerosol mass concentrations at the MHO. Crosses indicate samples that were below detection limit (BDL). 

 
On 9 August, the dominant air mass for the collection period was pristine marine air and organic aerosol 
concentrations were elevated (0.92 ± 0.1 µg m-3) compared to the surrounding days (<0.3 µg m-3). This 
sampling period was characteristic of a marine organic plume event and total marine nINPs in the clean and all 
sector filters increased (a factor of 15 increase in INPs active at -15 °C), providing evidence for marine INP 
enhancement associated with marine organic aerosol.  On 16-20 August, meteorological conditions led to 
terrestrial-dominated sampling periods and organic and ammonium aerosol mass concentrations reached 
highest levels observed during the study. During this terrestrial organic event (possibility influenced by 
agriculture), total nINP increased to maximum values (a factor of 35 increase in INPs active at -15 °C).  Heat 
treatments were performed on select samples and representative nINP temperature spectra are shown in 
Figure 12 for the most commonly observed set INP spectra (10-11 Aug), for the marine organic aerosol plume 
event (9 Aug) and for the terrestrial INP event that contained elevated organics and ammonium. During 
baseline conditions, INPs associated with the marine and terrestrial aerosol are heat-stable and therefore not 
protein-containing biological particles (i.e., bacteria or microbial). However, heating tests indicate that nearly 
all INPs measured during the marine organic aerosol plume were biological (heat labile). Heating treatments 
have not been completed for the terrestrial INP event. 
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Figure 12. Number concentrations of INPs as a function of temperature for three sampling periods, including the all 
sector filter (black), clean sector filter (blue) and heat-treated samples (red). (Left) 10-11 August, representative of 
normal baseline conditions, (Middle) 9 August, representative of the marine organic aerosol plume event and (Right) 17-
18 August, representative of the terrestrial aerosol with elevated organics and ammonium. Uncertainty bars correspond 
to the 95th percent confidence intervals, calculated based on Poisson counting statistics. Estimated boundaries of INP 
number concentrations reported by DeMott et al., 2016 are shown in the grey shaded area 

 

Another important and impactful finding from these data deals with sampling strategies for studying marine 
INPs. On 22-23 August, 57% of the sampling time was considered non-clean sector, or terrestrial, and INP 
spectra indicated significantly more INPs were present on the all sector filter. This comparison reveals an 
important consideration for measuring marine INPs: terrestrial aerosol can easily contaminate coastal marine 
samples (Figure 12, left). This apparent terrestrial influence is echoed in other samples, including those 
collected on 24-25 August (Figure 12, right). Interestingly, the impact of terrestrial aerosol is not consistent, 
as samples collected with the same percentage of time spent in the terrestrial sector (23-24 August, Figure 
13, middle), shows no significant difference between clean and all sector filters.  

 

 
Figure 13. Number concentrations of INPs as a function of temperature for three sampling periods, including the all 
sector filter (black) and clean sector filter (blue), including (Left) 22-23 August (57% terrestrial), (Middle) 23-24 August 
(45% terrestrial) and (Right) 24-25 August (36% terrestrial). Uncertainty bars correspond to the 95th percent confidence 
intervals, calculated based on Poisson counting statistics. Estimated boundaries of INP number concentrations reported 
by DeMott et al., 2016 are shown in the grey shaded area 

 
From these data, we conclude that future studies at coastal sites aimed towards quantifying ambient marine 
INP number concentrations should utilize a system similar to the clean sector sampler to isolate the marine 
INP signal from non-marine INPs.   
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2.2. INP laboratory experiments 

The ice nucleation ability in the immersion mode of 15 natural desert dust samples was investigated (Boose 
et al., 2016). Four samples had been collected airborne or deposition after atmospheric transport, were 
measured with the Immersion Mode Cooling chAmber, IMCA (Lüönd et al., 2010) between 236 and 249 K. 
Additionally, particles of four dust samples were collected on filters for subsequent offline analysis with the 
Frankfurt Ice Deposition Freezing Experiment (FRIDGE) counter operated in the droplet freezing mode as 
described by Ardon-Dryer and Levin (2014) and Hiranuma et al. (2015).  The ice nucleation ability was 
quantified by the frozen fraction (FF) and ice-active surface site density (ns), and compared with the bulk dust 
mineralogy. A diverse mineralogical composition was found for the different desert dust samples which can 
be related to variable ice nucleation abilities. 

An overview of the ns of the different desert dust samples is given in Fig. 14. The average ns (T) of all measured 
curves was fitted by using  

ns = exp(-a(T – 273.15 K) + b)  

with the fit parameters a = 0.33 K-1 and b = 15.64 and is shown as a black line. 

Overall the Australian sample is by far the most ice nucleation-active sample. The Israel milled, the Great 
Basin, and the Peloponnese sample show a low ice nucleation activity. Generally, the airborne samples, which 
all originated from the Sahara, are in the lower half of the ice nucleation activity, i.e. less ice-active than most 
surface-collected samples. This is related to the different mineralogy of the dust samples. While the airborne 
Saharan samples contain a high fraction of clay minerals, which have a comparably low ice nucleation activity, 
some of the ground-collected samples from other deserts contain a large fraction of quartz and/or feldspars, 
which show a higher ice-nucleation activity. 

The variation between the different samples in temperature was up to 10 K. To more adequately describe 
immersion freezing by desert dust in the atmosphere, mineralogy sensitive emission and transport schemes 
would be desirable. We suggest, K-feldspar for temperatures above 250 K and additionally at lower 
temperatures Na-plagioclase feldspars and quartz emissions and transport should be quantified. Since this is 
complex and computationally expensive to implement, more studies quantifying the ice nucleation ability of 
dust as it is found in the atmosphere may circumvent this complexity. 
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Figure 14. Ice-active surface site density vs. temperature of 15 natural dust samples. Data were binned into 1 K intervals. 
Squares: surface-collected and sieved, stars: surface-collected and milled and circles: airborne samples. 
 

2.3. Global INP modelling studies  
 
ULEEDS developed a global model of INP concentrations relevant for mixed-phase clouds based on laboratory 
measurements of ice nucleation by K-feldspar (an ice-active component of desert dust) and marine organic 
aerosols (from sea spray). The current representation of heterogeneous freezing in operational climate 
models is usually based on parameterizations that depend on the temperature (Meyers et al., 1992; Young, 
1974), or the size distribution of aerosol particles as well as the temperature (DeMott et al., 2010). The results 
from BACCHUS show that new simulations of the global distribution of INP concentrations based on K-feldspar 
and sea spray species agree better with ambient measurements than when INP concentrations are assumed 
to depend only on temperature or particle size.  
 
We used the GLOMAP-mode global aerosol model described in Mann et al. (2010). In our baseline model 
aerosol mass concentrations for different species, and the particle number concentration are tracked in seven 
internally mixed log-normal modes (four soluble and three insoluble).  
 
Feldspar is emitted in the model as a fraction of the mass of dust into a separate tracer to the rest of mineral 
dust. In order to represent the ice nucleating ability of K-feldspar we assume that 35% of the total feldspar is 
K-feldspar, as assumed in Atkinson et al. (2013), and then we apply the parameterization for the number of 
active sites (ns) shown in Atkinson et al. (2013). By using this parameterization we assume that all the different 
varieties of K-feldspar nucleate ice with the same efficiency. 
 
To represent primary marine organic aerosols in GLOMAP-mode, we developed a parameterization of the 
organic mass fraction of submicron sea spray particles to fit the observations of water insoluble organic 
matter (WIOM) at Amsterdam Island (37.48oS, 77.34oE) and Mace Head (53.33oN, 9.9oW). The marine organic 
component is assumed to be internally mixed with sea-salt. To match the seasonal cycle of WIOM at these 
two sites, the organic emission parameterisation includes a positive dependence of WIOM mass fraction on 
chlorophyll (O’Dowd et al., 2015; Rinaldi et al., 2013; Gantt et al., 2011), but a negative dependence on wind 
speed. Thus, the WIOM is essentially diluted in the sea spray particles when the total sea spray emission flux 
is high. The parameterization is similar to previous chlorophyll based parameterizations such as Rinaldi et al. 
(2013); Gantt et al. (2011) but scaled to fit the observations in Amsterdam Island and Mace Head. The values 
corresponding to the concentrations in these 2 stations agree with the observations within a factor of 2 (see 
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Vergara Temprado et al., 2016). To calculate INP concentrations from WIOM we use the parameterization in 
Wilson et al. (2015). 
 
Simulated INP concentrations at the surface are shown in Figure 15 for an activation temperature of -15oC. 
These concentrations are equivalent to those that would be measured by an INP instrument set to measure 
at this temperature. Feldspar dominates the INP concentration in environments influenced by terrestrial dust 
emission sources such as the Sahara and the Asian dust belt. However, concentrations fall rapidly with 
distance away from sources because the large size feldspar-containing dust particles are rapidly removed 
from the atmosphere. Desert dust emissions are also sporadic in nature, with strong day-to-day and seasonal 
variability. The concentrations of INP from K-feldspar and marine organics are summarized in Figure 15c and 
comparison with panels 15a and 15b reveals that INP from deserts far outnumber INP from sea spray 
throughout much of the low and mid-latitudes, which are strongly influenced by desert dust, but marine 
organics become more important in the world’s remote oceans. 
 

 
Figure 15. Yearly mean distributions of ice nucleating particles concentrations, for an activation temperature of -15oC. 
Based on (a) feldspar and (b) marine organics. (c) Total INP concentration obtained by summing the INP concentrations 
from K-feldspar and marine organics. 

 
Figure 16 shows the [INP]ambient concentration (i.e., at ambient temperature) of marine organics and K-feldspar 
for the different seasons of the year. Feldspar dominates [INPambient] on a 3-monthly mean basis across the 
northern hemisphere, while marine organic aerosols tend to be important in southern high latitudes, such as 
those corresponding to the Southern Ocean and Antarctica (Figure 17). 
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Figure 16. Zonal mean profiles of [INP]ambient for every month of the year. The black contour lines correspond to the INP 
concentration of K-feldspar aerosols (m-3), while the color map shows the INP concentration of marine organic aerosol. 
The values correspond to 3-monthly mean values calculated using daily concentrations and temperatures. 

 
Figure 17 shows the percentage of days per season when the concentration of [INP]ambient from marine 
organics is greater than the concentration from K-feldspar. We calculate this frequency because high dust 
concentrations are often associated with episodic dust plumes, so the seasonal mean INP may not reflect the 
relative contributions of desert dust and sea spray INPs on a day-to-day basis. Overall, over the northern 
hemisphere, marine organic INP concentrations are greater than K-feldspar INP concentrations between 10% 
and 30% of the days when the temperature is within the mixed-phase range and the total concentration of 
[INP]ambient is larger than 10-4 L-1. It is striking that the contribution of marine organics is more important than 
K-feldspar on a significant fraction of days in the Northern Hemisphere because in these zonal mean plots we 
are averaging across the Eurasian and North American continents where the influence of marine organics is 
minor. In fact, Figure 17 suggests that marine organics are more important than K-feldspar in the North 
Atlantic, for example, on 10-40 % of days at 600 hPa. In the Southern Hemisphere, the importance of marine 
organic aerosols is more consistent. Both on a monthly mean basis and on the large majority of days, marine 
organic aerosols are dominant for INP from March through to November. On the other hand, K-feldspar 
cannot always be ruled out as an important source of INP in the southern high latitudes in the period from 
March to November, since there are still several days per month (10 to 60%) when the concentration of 
transported K-feldspar INP, particularly from South American and Australian sources, dominates over marine 
organics. Conversely, during December to February at southern high latitudes, K-feldspar mineral dust is more 
important on more days than marine organic aerosols (Fig. 17a). This is related to higher dust concentrations 
during the austral summer. 
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Figure 17. Fraction of days per season when [INP]ambient from marine organic aerosols is greater than from K-feldspar. 
The number of days was calculated only for times and locations where the total [INP]ambient concentration is larger than 
0.1 m-3. The black contour lines represent the isothermal lines. 

 
In Figure 18 we compare several singular INP parameterisations with observations. The scheme of Meyers et 
al. (1992), which relates [INP]T to temperature and is independent of aerosol properties, is clearly a poor 
representation of many INP measurements in the atmosphere (Table 3). The DeMott et al. (2010) 

parameterisation, in which [INP]T is predicted on the basis of the concentration of particles larger than 0.5m 
and temperature has a similar performance to Meyers et al. (1992) as it still tends to overpredict [INP]T , 
although scaling of the predicted values by multiplying them with 10 a factor to fit the observations might 
greatly improve its performance as it has a better correlation coefficient (Table 3). It should be borne in mind 
that DeMott et al. (2010) state that they would expect their parameterisation to overpredict in regions with 
significant amounts of sea spray aerosol. We also note that in our analysis we use particle concentrations 
from our model, whereas DeMott et al. (2010) used aerosol measurements coincident with their INP 
measurements and obtained a better representation of the [INP]T data. 
 
Table 3. Statistical performance of the different parameterizations of global INP. Pt1 and Pt1.5 are the percentages of 
data points reproduced within an order of magnitude and 1.5 orders of magnitude. The correlation coefficient has been 
calculated with the logarithm of the values. 

Parameterization Temperature 
range/oC 

Measurement 
data points 

Pt1 Pt1.5 R(log) 

Meyers et al. (1992) 0 to -37 479 35.5% 51% 0.57 

DeMott et al. (2010) 0 to -37 479 17% 27.5% 0.686 

Niemand et al.(2012) -12 to -33 438 33.7% 53% 0.58 

Marine + K-feldspar -6 to -25 354 56.7% 74% 0.625 
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Figure 18. Evaluation of the GLOMAP global INP model against observations. a) Location of the data used for model 
evaluation. (a-g) Modeled INP concentration values when using: b) Meyers parameterization (Meyers et al., 1992); c) 
DeMott’s parameterization (DeMott et al., 2010) combined with a global aerosol simulation using GLOMAP-mode; d) 
Niemand dust parameterization (Niemand et al., 2012); e) Our two-species representation based on feldspar (Atkinson 
et al., 2013) and marine organic aerosols (Wilson et al., 2015).  f) Same as e) but showing the relative contribution (in 
orders of magnitude) of every aerosol species to the simulated concentration. g) Same as e) but showing the data split 
by the different campaigns shown in a)(with the same colors). Triangles represent marine influenced regions and points 
terrestrial environments. The dashed lines represent one order of magnitude of difference between modelled and 
observed and the dashed-dotted lines 1.5 orders of magnitude. The simulated values correspond to an annual mean 
concentration and the error bars correspond to the simulated seasonality of INP calculated with monthly mean values. 
For Niemand’s dust parameterization (Niemand et al., 2012) the range of data is within the range of temperatures shown 
in Niemand et al. (2012) (-12 to -33oC). 

 
Using the Niemand et al. (2012) parameterization of dust (with no additional marine organic INP) 
overestimates many observations by a factor 100-1000 in marine regions (triangles). This overprediction is in 
part caused by the assumption that all kinds of dust particles nucleate ice with the same efficiency. With this 
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approach, the smallest dust particles are transported long distances. However, feldspars exist mainly in the 
large dust particles (silt fraction) so they are not transported as efficiently to remote locations.  
 
Finally, we compare our two-species representation of INP with the same [INP]T dataset (Figures 18e-g). The 
observations used in this comparison are within the range of temperatures of the parameterizations (-5 to -
27oC). In this case our representation of INP (Fig 18e) is able to reproduce 56.7% of the observations within 
an order of magnitude and 74% within 1.5 orders of magnitude (Table 3). The contributions of K-feldspar and 
marine organics to the simulated INP concentrations of each data point are illustrated in Figure 18g. Marine 
organics explain more than 90% of the INP concentrations in marine influenced environments and some 
terrestrial environments with low concentrations of INP (corresponding to high temperature observations). 
K-Feldspar, however, explains most of the observations in terrestrial regions. The large biases observed when 
using non-species dependent parameterizations over marine regions are largely corrected, as most marine 
influenced INP concentrations are simulated within an order of magnitude (72% of marine points), although, 
some biases are apparent.  
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